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FOREWORD
This document presents results of a recently completed joint Boeing-NASA program to
study the effects of wlnglets on flutter characteristics of twin--engine transport type
wings and to verify flutter analysis methodology. This document is one of the two
proposed NASA publications dealing with this study and contains details sufficient to
permit independent vibration and flutter analysis. A second publication, a NASA
Technical Paper (TP), is planned for 1985, and will contain a technical summary. The
present document is in two volumes:
Volume I - Low-Speed Investigations
Volume II - Transonic & Density Effect investigations.
The two volumes are arranged such that each volume may be used independently of the
other volume. The foreword and introduction are common to both volumes and are
included in each volume along with a complete table of contents covering both volumes.
Mr. C. L. Ruhlin of Configuration Aeroelsstlcity Branch of NASA Langley Research
Center was the test engineer for flutter tests conducted in the NASA Langley 16'
Transonic Dynamic Tunnel, and was the contract monitor for preparation of the two
NASA documents. The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company personnel who were major
cont_butors to this study are:
K. G. Bhatia Flutter- Principal Investigator
g. F. Bueno Structures- Program Manager
A, W. Byrski Loads & Flutter - Supervisor
N. F. Carver Loads
M. G. Friend Model Design
J. J. Hill Weights
R. G. Kunkel Model Shop
D. W. Lee, Jr. Weights
D. J. Marzano Flutter
J.E.Morrison Loads
R. M. Nadreau Structural Dynamics Laboratory
K. S. Nagaraja Flutter
C. R. Pickrel Structural Dynamics Laboratory
S. Ros Loads
J. L. Stelma Flutter
J. H. Thompson . Model Design
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1.0 Summ_y
Flutter characterktics of a cantilevered high aspect ratio wing with winglet were
investigated. The configuration represented a current technolo_,, twin-engine airplane.
A low-speed and a hlgh-speed model were used to evaluate compressibility effects
through transonic Mach numbers and a wide range of mass-density ratios. The results of
the Investisatlon are described In two volumes of this NASA CR and surnmaHzed in a
forthcoming NASA TP. The results from the low-speed flutter test and analysis-test
correlation are included in th_ Volume 1.
Four distinct flutter modes were identified from the test. Flutter occurred in the same
modes as predicted by the analysis, The analysis-test correlation is considcred to be
good, and the trends are consistent for all configurations. The effect of static load, on
the winslet related flutter, was found to be rather insignificant. The variation in the
static load was obtained by changing model angle of attack from -2" to +2 ° or yaw angle
from-.5 ° to +5°.
The test results are summarized in Figure I. and occurrence of the four flutter modes in
various configurations is shown. The results for the flutter speeds and mechanisms werev.
insensitive to fuel in 0% to 75% fuel range. In figure 2 the percent deviation of analytical
flutter speeds from the test speeds, is shown. The flutter mechanisms observed in the
test were the same as predicted by the analysis.
The 1ow.-speed flutter mechanism was found to be amenable to the conventional flutter
analysis techniques. Extra effort devoted to properly defining the geometric relationship
betwcen stiffness and mass properties did probably help in obtaining the degrce of
analysis-test correlation. In fact the pretest analysis was found satisfactory enoush so
tI-.._tno major effort was expended after the test to improve the correlation.
1
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2.0 in_
The interest in ustn8 wh_-tip-mounted whalers to reduce drag for tra.nsport airplanes
was stlmulated by the work reported in Reference (1). One of the first applications of
whalers was for the KC-135 a_l_me based on a potential drag reduction of about six
percent estimated in Reference (2). The KC-135 Wlnglet Flight Research and
Demonstration Program was formulated to design, fabricate and flisht test a set of
wtnslets to prove the drag reduction and other characteristics of the winglet concept.This
program included & low-speed wind-tmmel flutter model test and a flight flutter test
program (Ref. 3). The c_tioal mode durin8 flight flutte_ test was a 3.0 Hz low-damped
mode occurring with a llsht fuel loading at 21,500 feet altitude and with zero degree cant
angle and -4 degrees incidence winglets. Flisht testing for this configuration was
: termim_ted at 3"/0 KEAS, rather than the test goal of 395 KEAS, due to low damping (g =
0.015). The low damping obtained for this mode was not predicted by flutter analysis.
The lack of correlation was judged to be due to ltmitatior_ of current ltnearized
aerodymm_ic theory and inability to repr_ent transonic effects. Wtnglets have also been
considered for the B-747 airplane as a part of the NASA Energy Efficient Trar_port
Program (Ref. 4). Two flutter modes were obtained in the low-speed model test for the
configuration with winglets. These flutter mechanisms were not present for the baseline
configuration without wtnglets and were shown to result from wtnglet aerodynamics
rather than ma_u effects. Flutter speedi for the cor_lguratioa with winslets were
significantly lower than the baseline configuration. It was suggested that _,e flutter
mechantsm_ could be predicted by incorporating static-li£t effects as with T-tail type
flutter analyui_.
A transonic flutter model study of a superoritic_l wh_ with winglet for an
executlve-Jet-tra_port airplane (Ref. 5) reported a good armlysls-test correlation. The
wh_iet addition decreased flutter upeed by seven percent, of which a five percent
decrease was due to thewig-tip mass effect. Thus, there was no si4;nlficant reduction In
flutter speed due to win_et aerodyru_mlcs. Results of another application of wlnslets for
the DC-10 aJ,-plane, under the NASA Energy Efficient Transport Program, were recently
published (Refs 6 and 7). A low-speed flutter model test showed that the winslets had
f
Z
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8enerallydetrimentaleffectson the flutterchaxacter_ttcsv,lth _naU-to-moderate
desradAttoninthebasicwing fluttermode and a lsr8edegr_lationIna higherfrequency
fluttermode. Durin8the flightestof theDC-10 81rplsnewithwinglets,500 pounds
,i of mass balancewas tn_JJl_ in each wing tipto ensureadequate fluttermaxsla_ for
! flight testinS.
It appears from the avaUable data that winslets 8enerally caused degradation in flutter
speed. The actual reduction in flutter speed varied with the configuration. The KC-135
flight test experience of encounterin8 an unexpected low=damped mode highlighted the
technical risk involved in flutter a_emment of an airplane coni'isuration with winglets.
The only transonic wind_tmmel flutter test data available on a scaled airplane win8 was
I
for an executive-Jet-tr_ win8 which showed a small reduction in flutter speed due
to addition of • winslet. These cor_derations led to a joint Boetns/NASA program to
develop a flutter methodology for wtnslet cor_tgured wings. A typical, current
technology, twin-engine transport win8 was selected as the basis for the study. A test
prosram was outlined as follows:
A. Pressure Model Test for Aerodynamic Data Base
B. Low-Speed Test
(i) Model Ground Vibration Test (GVT)
: (1t) Fqutter Test and Parametric Studies
(ill) Analysis-Test Correlation
i
!
C. Test in NASA Lansley 16' Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
(i) Retest of Low-Speed Flutter Model for Mass-Der_ity Ratio Effects
(ii) Selection of High-Speed Model CorLfiguratiorLs
(ill) High-Speed Model GVT
(iv) High-Speed Model Flutter T_st
(v) Analysis-Test Correlation
Cantilevered wing were in three tests. It was judscd that once themo_eL_ used &l[
wins wtnglet interaction was adequately represented, the effect of body and empennase
on flutter could be accounted for.
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The pressure model test w_ destined to collect &erodyn_',._c da_ for both loads _d
flutter _uLlysl_. Figure 3 shows the model t_tallstion _ the Boein8 Transonic Wind
Turmel (STWT). Pre_rre data was coUected for & Mach nL_r-_le of attack grid for
the following con/i_rations:
A. (1) Clean w_n_ with nomlr_ tip
(il) Clean wing with wlnglet at 20 ° carat angle (outboard relative to the
ver!Ical)
B. (i) Wlng with nacelle and nominsl tip
(U) Win8 with nacelle and (a) Win_let at 20" cant
(b) Winglet at I0" cant
(c) Wlnslet at O*cant
C. Conflgurations described under B above but with the wing sweep angle
'- [zLcreased by 5"
D. Conflgur&tlons described under B but with _he wing sweep angle decreased by 5*
The pressure data was reduced to sectional data. The wing sectional d_ta was linearized
with res,_ect to angle of attack to obtain C ,and corrected to remove the effect of the
r1¢_
model wing flexibility. The wing sectional data was also linearized with respect to the
wing sweep angle to obtain C ,but was not corrected for the model flexibility effects.
The wlnglet sectional data was ilarly linearized without being corrected for the model
flexibility. The linearlzed sectional data was used in the flutter analysLs.
The choice of flutter test coru_tt_r&tions and parameters was dictated by the task
definition, viz., t,o develo_ flutter methodology. Therefore, the test was planned to obtain
differe:_t kinds of t_utter modes so that the wtn_et mass _d &erodymu_c effects could
be sep_r&tely Identified for e_ch of the flutter modes. The low-s_eed flutter test wit
desi_'.ed with & larser number and &wider range of parameters taking advantage of the
relative ease of &tmospherlc low-speed flutter testing compared to hi_-speed testln_$.
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The high-speed flutter test was designed after establtr_lnE analysis-test correlation for
the iow-apeed flutter test. Based on the knowledge derived from the low-speed flutter
test. • reduced number of com"llparatio_ and parameters were selected for testing in the
high-speed tunnel. The low-speed flutter test was conducted at the General Dy_-rdcs,
Convair Division. Sire Diego wind turmet facility. The transonic test was conducted in the
NASA Langley 16' Transonic Dyrum_cs Tunnel (TDT). A _hematic diagram of the _._
' and the vv_ tl_ tested, is shownin fig•re 4.
The low-speed model wing was of conventtotu,1, stnEle-sp_- construction with wine
sections _erpendicular to the spar. The co_it_'•tion_ for the low-speed flutter model
test were:
A. (i) Clean wins (without nacelle)
: (U) Wing with winElet (without nacelle)
(ill) Wing with winElet mass simulator (without nacelle)
B. (i) Wing with nacelle
: (il) Wing with nacelle and winglet
i " (Ill) Wins with nacelle and winElet mass simulator!
: C. (i) Wins with nacelle boom
(ii) Wlr_ with nacelle boom and wlnglet
(iii) Wing with nacelle boom and winslet mass simulator
The winglet mass slmulator was designed to represent wluglet weight, center of gravity
•_ and inertia properties to help separate winglet inertia and aerodynamic effects. The
results from com_igur_tiorus with nacelle boom were not used due to _ood correlation
obtained for the conf|gurattons with nacelle.
i The parameters varied were:
t
a. an61e of attack.
b. model yaw an&le.
c. _ fuel (0%, 50%, 75%. and 100%).
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d. nacellectrutsidebl._ frequency.
e. nacellestrutverticalbendingfrequency.
f. wingletYsimulator cant angle (0", 10*, 20 ° relative to the vertical), and
g. wingletYsimulawr stiff nero.
- The variation of angle of attack and yaw angle was included to evalu_._e the static-lift
effects. The effect of nacelle side bending frequency was found to be small for the test
configuration, and is not discuaed further in this document.
The main objective of flutter testing in the NASA Langley TDT w_s to determine the
effects of Mach number on flutter characteristics. However, the flutter points obtained
in a variable density, transonic tunnel depend upon the ma_-density ratio a_ well as the
Mach effects. Therefore the low-speed model was retested in TDT to determine altitude
or mass-density ratio effects at low speeds. Only two cvnfigurations, empty wing with
nomlnal nacelle and with and without wh_let, were tested. The analysis had shown a
switch in flutter mode, from r_celle vertical bending to second wing bending, due to
decrease in the mass-der_ity ratio. To obtain the mode change in the tunnel,
mass-der_ity ratio was varied by testing the configuratiorl with winglet in both air and
freon. The strategy was to show that the mass-density ratio effects, for a winglet
' configured wing. could be predicted at low Mach numbers. The flutter correlation at
l_gher Mach numbers could then be evaluated on the basis of compressibility and transonic
effects. The high-speed model was tested in freon for a Mach range of about 0.5 to 0.91
and dynamic pressures up to 200 psf.
The high-speed model was cor._tructed primarily of fiberglass sandwich components with
ribs. spars, stringers and skin represelx*,hng a modem transport wing. Wing fuel was
simulated by water. The model was instrumented with 20 accelerometers, 23 pressure
transducers in two chordwise a,-rays, and strain gages to monitor wing and wlnglet loads.
The following configurations were selected for testing:
A. Wlz_ with nacelle and nominaltip
B. Wing withnacelle and ballasted tip
C. Wing withr_celle and winglet
6
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| °The ballasted tip configuration was selected to determine the effect of wh_et weight
separately from wtnglet aerodynamic=. A winglet mass simulator similar _.o that used on
the !ow-speed model, would have introduced unknown aerodynamic effects at high
speed=. Therefore, the ballast weight was incorporated inside the wing contour resulting¢
in a wins tip aerodyruumicatly identical to the nominal tip. The test parameters selected
were:
a. wing fuel (empty and full).
b. nacelle strut vertical bending frequency.
c. winglet cant angle (0" and 20" relative to the vertical), and
d. angle of attack.
TWo nacelle strut vertical bending springs were used. The nominal strut v_rtical bending
spring (nominal nacelle) and the softer strut vertical bending spring (soft nacelle) gave
rise to different flutter characteristics due to differences in coupling of nacelle motion
with inboard wing torsion. A series of' high angle of attack runs, within the model load
limits, was run to verify that there were no single-degree-of-freedom instabilities at
- transonic speeds.
This volume pertains to the low-speed flutter test conducted in the Convair tunnel. The t
highlights are covered in the main body. The Appendix contains sufficient data. in the
form of figures and tables, to allow an independent analysis. The vibration frequencies
and node lines are also Included in the Appendix.
3.0 Description of Test
Figure 5 shows the model setup in the wind tunnel with the Fourier Analyzer System
(HP5451), Digital Signal Analyzer System (HP5420A) and the remote display (HP13llB)
system. The right wing was mounted on a stiffened body, which was supported by a pitch
mechanism to vary the angle of attack. The pitch mechanism in turn was mounted on an
A-frame bolted to the tunnel balance such that the complete model assembly could be
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yawed in the tunnel. Figure At (appendix) shows the wing, nacelle and win_,_et geometry.
The wing sections, the nacelle Installation and the body sections used were obtained from
an exi_L_ model. A new wins spar, a nacelle boom simulating the nacelle e.g, location
and inertia about the spar, a winslet, a winglet mass simulator and related
wlnglet/simulator hardware were built. The vein_et aerodynamic design was verified in
the wind tunnel, and the win_et strength, mass properties and stiffne_ were calculated.
Fi_u-eu A2-A6 (appendix) describe the data defining the model.
The wtnglet/stmulator stiffness variation was achieved by changing the spring supporth_
the winslet/shnulator from Re w_ng tip. A vibration analysis of the winglet supported at
the wing tip (winglct root) was performed to determine the nominal wlr4_let bending
frequency of about 30.0 Hz. Based on thls, 3 wlnglet frequencies were obtained: nominal
(30.1 Hz), soft (21.8 HZ) and stiff (49.3 Hz). Similarly the simulator frequencies obtained
were: nominal (28.1 Hz), soft (21.1 Hz) and stiff (52.1 Hz).
The wlnglet (simulator) with 20 degree cant and frequency of 30.1 Hz (28.1 Hz) was
desi_ated as nominal. Also. the nacelle strut vertical bending spring T20 and side
bending spring S15 correspondtn8 to cantilevered nacelle vertical bendL_ frequency of
,_ 11.72 Hz and nacelle side bending frequency of 8.15 Hz. _espectively, were designated as
nominal. The configuration with nacelle vertical bending spring corresponding to
cantilevered frequency of 8.79 Hz, was designated as soft nacelle.
4.0 M-.xlelGVT
A model GVT was conducted priorto the test.The GVT frequeuclcsand mode shapes
were compared tothe analyticalpredictions.A good correlationbetween the analysisand
test results was obtained. The frequency correlation for a fcw of the configurations is
shown in Tables 1-4. Figures ATa-A'/t (appendix) show the calculated node lines and
frequencies for several configurations. The node lines from model GVT are shown for
compar_on, where available. Because of the degree of correlation achieved, no major
tuning of the structural model was attempted.
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Modal damping for the model was determined from the GVT. Structural damping for the
modes expected to flutter was about .005, except for the nacelle vertical bending mode.
The nacelle vertical bending mode had structural damping of about .015.
5.0 T_ Rq_mlt_
The test data was carefully reviewed to establish description of the flutter modes
encountered during the teat. These descriptions were derived from oscillograph traces of
the selected accelerometer responses and the "Cascade Plots" showing auto spectra of the
wing tip vertical accelerometers through the test speed range for each run. In addition,
the observations recorded 'u the test log and the movies taken during the test were used
for corroboration of these descriptions. The flutter modes were categorized as follows:
r
a) Basic nacelle vertical bending mode (NVB mode) was characterized by relatively
large nacelle and wing tip vertical motions. The nacelle motion led the wing tip
generally by about 200°-270 °. The flutter frequerlcy of this mode was In the range of
-" 8.3- 8.7 Hz except for runs with 100o_ fuel wh_re this mode, when it occurred, had a
-- frequency of 6.6-6.7 Hz.
b) Wing tip mode OFT mode) was characterized by high frequency and sudden flutter
onset. It was a classic type of flutter mode where the wing bending and first torsion
modes coalesce into a mode with rapidly reducing damping level and frequency.
Therefore the flutter frequency for this mode depended upon the level of response at
which the tunnel was stopped. When encountered for the clean wing configuration,
the frequency recorded ranged from 12 to 22 Hz. For cor_figurattons with nacelle or
nacelle and wtnglet. _.he frequency was approximately 14 Hz. The oscillograph traces
for the 14 Hz mode showed wtr_ tip chordwise motion almost in phase with wing tip
vertical motion.
c) Second wing bending mode (WB2 mode) occurred only with winglet or simulator for
certain fuel and naceUc vertical bending combinations. It was characterized by
flutter frequency in the 10-12 Hz range. With the winglet, the wing tip chordwise
9
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motion led the wing tip vertical motion by about 200". The wing tip chordwise motion was
seen to be distinctly harmonic and of similar amplitude as the wing tip vertical for the
winslet conf_uratiord. For simulator configurations, the v/rag tip chordwise motion was
not evident.
d) Combination win8 c.hordwise and tip mode (WCT mode) was characterized by
-" prominence of 10.0 Hz wing chordwisemode along with hisher wing frequency mode
of about 14-15 Hz (in the auto spectra from the wing tip vertical accelerometor). In
the o6cUlo_'aph traces, the _ tip cho_e motion led the _ tip vertical
motion by about 250* or the two were almost in phase. For several ru_, it appeared
that the chor4v_e motl_ first increased with speed, th_,_ decreased, before the
tunnel was =hut down due to the wing tip vertical response. This flutter mode
appeared only for the 100% fuel condition.
The flutter test results have been plotted with respect to various parameters and a
s_nuuary is included as Figures 6a to 6f. The test runs were terminated when there was
excessive model ampUtude due to flutter. Two accelerometers monitoring wing tip and
nacelle vertical responses were connected to a Boeing designed Dynamic Response
-- Actu_tlon System (DRA5) such that acceleration amplitudes above a preset level caused
automatic tunnel shutdown.
(i) Wir_ without nacelle: Figures 6a and 6b show the variation of flutter
speed versus percent fuel. The clean _ flutter mode was the hard
wi_ tip (WT) mode. The flutter speed was not sensitive to the wing
fuel and was around 124 KTAS. Addition of the winglet mass simulator
or the winslet chansed the flutter mechanism. For the 0%, 50%, snd
75% fuels, the flutter mode cb_aaged to second wing bending 0NB2)
mode. For the 100% fuel the flutter mode changed to the combination
win8 chordwise and tip (WCT) mode. The effect of the tip weight was
to reduce the flutter speed by about 3% for the partial fuels and to
increase by about 4% for the 100% fuel. The wtnglut aerodyuamte
effect as shown by difference between the simulator and winslet flutter
speeds in Figure 6b, was significant. Flutter speeds for the WB2 and
WC'[" modes dropped by about 19% and 26%, respectlve.ly, due to the
wtnglet aerodynamic effects.
: 10
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t, (ii) Win8 with nacelle: Figures 6c and 6d show the variation of flutter
!
speed verBus percent fuel for two nacelle vertical bending frequencies.
The higher frequency nacelle vertical bending strut (11.'/2 Hz) caused
flutter to occur hn the basic nacelle vertical bending (NVB) mode for all
fuels. With the lower frequency nacelle vertical bending strut (8.'/9
Hz), the NVB mode occurred only for the 100% fuel while the flutter
mode for the partial fuels was the hard wL_ tip (WT) mode.
(Ul) Wln8 with nacelle and wlngletor simulator: Figures 6e and 6f show the
effect of w_glet as well as simulator for the two nacelle vertical
ber_hn8 frequencies.
t
! Flutter character_ttcs for the three partial fuel cases were similar to each other and the
i
flutter speeds were within 3 KTAS of each other. The flutter characteristics for the
q
_" partial fucl cases were different from the full fuel case. For the partial fuel with nominal
nacelle, the flutter mode remained as the basic NV8 mode. The flutter speed with the
simulator tip increased by about 6% over the nom_aL t_.p. But with the winglet tip, the
flutter speed decreased by about 13°/u relative to flutter speed with the simulator tip. For
: the soft nacelle configuration, flutter mode changed from thc WT mode for nominal tip to
the WB2 mode for simulator and wtnglet tips. The flutter speed with the simulator tip
decreased by about 5% relative to the nominal tip. The wh_let tip reduced the flutter
spced by about 19% relative to the simulator tip.
For the full fuel with either nominal or soft nacelle, flutter occurred in the basic NVB
mode at about the same speed for both the nominal and simulator _ tips. However, the
flutter mode changed to the WT mode for t_=e winslet tip, and the speed was lower by
about 7% relative to the simulator tip.
In all cases the winslet effect was to significantly reduce the flutter speed. The wir_let
mass effect was to either increase or sll_htly decrease the flutter speed. Hence wiuglct
aerodynamics was the major contributor to the reduction in flutter speed.
' 11
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The effect of cant 8ngle for the simulator configurations was not very significant in the
range of cant angles tested (0 to 20"). However for the wlnglet configurations, increasing
the cant angle reduced the flutter speeds as shown in figures 7a to 7d. The reduction
appeared to be more peoaounced for the 100% fuel than for the 75% fuel. The primary
effect wag due to the win_et aerodynamics. It appears that the flutter speeds would be
minimum for a cant _aBle that would make the wtnglet as if it were a wing tip extension.
Effect of nacelle vertical bendL_ frequency on flutter speed Lsshown in flgu.-es _a - 8d.
Two flutter modes - wins tip (WT) and nacelle vertical bending (NVB) - were obtained for
the wing with 75% fuel and nominal tip (figure 8a). The effect of nacelle vertical bending
frequency for the wins with 7_% fuel and _nulator or winglet tip, is shown in figure 8b.
At the lower nacelle vertical bending frequency, flutter occurred in the second wing
bending ¢WB2) mode. For the full fuel cases (figs 8c and 8d), there was no change in
" flutter mode due to the nacelle vertical bending frequency.
The flutter _eeds did not exhibit sensitivity to wlngletlsimulator frequency. For some
simulator coati.rations, the soft spring frequency caused aut.omatic tunnel shutoff to
-- trip due to a 19-20 Hz mode. This mode involved coupling between the nacelle roll and
simulator bending. For one of the configurations, addition of an aerodynamically
contoured shroud over the simulator caused the flutter to occur in the lower frequency
mode. This indicates that the high frequency mode may have been excited due to the
effect of the "dirty" aerodynamic configuration of the simulator.
Figures 9a and 9b show the effect of pitch and yaw angle variations on the flutter
characteristics of the wtng-naceUe, wing-naceUe-simulator, and wing-nacelle-wtnglet
conft4_urations. It is seen that the effect of static lift on the flutter speeds was relatively
insignificant. The _nall variations in the flutter speeds can not, however, be attributed to
data scatter since the repeatability of the flutter speeds (with DRAS) appeared to be
within about 1 KTAS.
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6.0 l_m:t.m.
The model was analysed usins conventional flutter analysis techniques. The model spar
was represented by finite beam elements (elastic axis). The naceUe and strut were
attached as rtsid, lump-masses to the _ elastic axis. The winslet ar_! ballasted tip
were represented as separat_ substructures using branch mode representation. The
cantilevered nacelle st_ut and _let test frequencies and mode shapes were input as
assumed modes. The calibrated model st_fneu properties were incorporated to improve
correlation with the results of the model GVT. The aerodynamic representation for
flutter analy_ was based on the strip theory aerodynamics usin8 fourteen win8 strips.
The sectional, static aerodynamics data w_ derived from wind-tunnel pressure tests. It
was recognized that the spatial relation between the win8 spar and the weishts
distribution must be properly defined. This is important for all flutter analyses, but is
even more important when a sisn_cant weight is added at the tip. Therefore, the spar
: geometry was defined ustn8 the sweep, dihedral and side-of-body incidence to correctly
locate the win8 section attachments. The section weishts data obtained were input
relative to the section attachments. The modelin8 was done using the current version of
the ATLAS program (Ref, 8). and the flutter analysis was conducted usin8 the AF1
-- Aerodymmlics program (unsteady. liftin8line theory).
The pretest analysis predicted the four flutter modes, described in Section 5.0, for
appropriate confisurations. The analytical flutter speed trends 8eneraily agrced with
trends from the test. Figures 10a throush 10e show a comparison of the flutter speeds for
the wing, wins-naceile, wins-naceile-simulator and wins-nacelle-win81et configurations.
The flutter speeds for NVB mode are plotted for structural damping (g) of 0.015; speeds
for rest of the modes is for g = 0.005. These dampin8 values are in accordance with the
model GVT results. The _ chordwise bendin8 mode appeared as a low-damped flutter
mode, for some conftsuratious, in the analysis, and retained its low-damped character at
least until another mode m_ch as win8 tip mode became unstable. Because of the
low-damped characteristics of the wing chordwise mode, it can be expected not to show
up as an unstable mode in the tunnel. However, the flutter in the win8 tip mode can be
expected to occur with significant wing chordwtse motion. This was seen distinctly for
the 100% fuel case for _ (100% fuel) - nacelle (soft) - wtnglet (nominal) configuration
(fiS. 10.e) where the test flutter mode was identified as a WCT mode. For the Ring
1.
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(100% fuel)- nacelle (nominal) -winglet(nominal) case, fig lO-c, the test flutter mode did
not seem to have significant chordwise motion as would be expected from the analytical
prediction. The reason for this was not thoroughly investigated. Figures 10f and, 10g
compare the m_lys[s m_d test results for wln_et cant angle variation for 75% fuel
condition. It is seen that the analysis-test correlation for the winglet variations is
reasonably good, and cortsistent with analysis-test correlation for conventional
without winglets. The analysis correctly predicted the effect of simulator or winglet on
the flutter speed, and also predicted the correct flutter modes.
1_ne analytic_l flutter speeds were generally somewhat higher than the test flutter
speeds. The sur_a'isir_ aspect of the correlation has been that for most cases, the best
match has beert for the conl=H_urations with winglet. It was determined that the
armlysis-test co)Telation could be improved by making the following changes to the
pretest analytical model:
a) L_.terl_)latiz_the vibrationmodes in a streamwise directionratherthan in a
dLrecttonperpendicularto the elasticaxis,
b) rnodi/yingthe low speed scct.ionalwing C distributionto improve the
rtcz
representation of pressure peak near the wing leading edge.
The above changes were incorporated in the model analysi_ and flutter speeds were
calculated for various naceUe vertical bending frequencies for 0%, 75% and 100% fuel
conditions.A comparisonof analysisand testforthesevariationsisshown infigures1la,
1ib and 1ic. Itappearsthatthe analysis-testcorrelationforthe nacelleverticalbending
made, isbetterat $ = .02ratherthan g = .015.In the analysisforthe empty fuelca_e,
flutterspeed for the second _ bendh_ mode ishigherthan the testflutterspeed by
about 5%. The correlationfor 75% fuel case is good. For the 100% fuel case the
analyticallypredicted,low-damped wing chordwisebendingmode appeared In the testas
a 10 Hz model chordwiseresponse.The analyticalflutterspeedsfor the wing tipmode
are again about 5% lower than the test speeds. It is believed that there is room for
improvement in the analytical structural modeling. However, a reduction of analysis-test
flutter speed correlation to less than 5% wa_ not a sufficient motivation to expend the
necessary effort.
f
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_he effectof staticllfton flutter speeds _ been Investisateduslnsthe method of
Reference 9, incorporated in the current veruton of ATLAS. It was determined that the
static lift does not _p_Lqcantly affect the flutter results. Based on the correlationi
obtained thus far, It k likely that the static deformation would also not have a s_rdftcant
effect.
7.0 Some De,In Comideratlora for the Wl_ets
In order to determine the relative effectz of the winglet weight, cg location and
aerody_mics, an anaZy_cal par_,netrlc variation was done. The remdts are plotted in
Figures 12a, 12b, and 12c. Figure 12a shows that for the configuration with wt_let
simulator, the fore-aft poqlltion of the cg is significant. The effect of tip weight (Figure
12b) was to increase the flutter speed up to a certain level. Increasing the weight beyond
a certain point had very small effect. The weight effect is much leu significant for the
wlnglet cue u shovm in Figure 12c. The primary influence on flutter appears to be from
the wlnglet aerodynamics. In a separate analysis, results not plotted here, the win8
sectional C distribution was matched to the case where winglet is present but the
rla
winglet itself wu not included, It was found that the flutter speed for the NVB mode
dropped only by About 3 KTAS. This m_ggeststhat the primary reason for reduction in the
flutter speed i_ the winglet Aerodynamic force distribution on the whlslet.
8.0 Co_lultom _ml Recommendatio_
1. Model GVT res_l_ showed good correlation with analytically predicted frequencies
and modes.
2. The low-speed flutter test wu m_cce_fully conducted and good quality data were
obtained.
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3. The flutter modes, frequencies and spells agreed well with the analytical results.
_e conf_r&tlo_ with wlnglet trove the same desree of test-analFsis correlation as
thee without wh_lets.
4. The static lift effects did not st_ficantly affect the flutter test results. This was
also apparent from the analytical results.
16
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TABLE 1: CORRELATION OF ANALYSIS ANO TEST V!BRATION
FREQUENCIES (Hz) FOR CLEAN WING
(a) .0_ FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
• 1st Wing Bending 4.51 4.55
,i 1st Wtng Chordwtse Bending -- 14.18
2nd Wing Bending 14.99 15.07
1st Wing Torsion 29.25 30.35
3rd Wing 8endin9 33.93 35.10
2nd Wing Chordwtse Bending 44.63 43.56
2nd Wing Torsion 45.29 49.12
(b) FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
1st Wing Bending 4.49 4.43
2nd Wing Bending 12.51 12.43
1st Wing Chordwtse Bending -- 13.48
3rd Wing Bending 25.78 26.12
1st Wing Torsion 28.49 28.64
2nd Wing Chordwise Bending -- 36.13
-- 2nd Wing Torsion 41.32 43.65
(c) 100"_ FUEL
MOO--[ TEST ANALYSIS
1st Wing Bending 3.46 3.45
I !st Wing Chordwt,e Bending - 10.40
' 2nd Wing Bending 10.59 10.51
3rd Wing Bending 21.74 21.77i
Ist Wing Torsion 25.12 25.15
2nd Wing Chordwise Bending 32.24 31.95
Higher Node 33.66 39.19
Higher Node 36.83
Higher Node 41.81 43.44
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TABLE 2: CORRELATION OF ANALYSIS AND TEST VIBRATION
FREQUENCIES (Hz) FOR WING - NACELLE (NOMINAL)
NOMINAL NAC: SIS/TZO
75_ FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
Ist Wing Bending 4.42 4 42
Nacelle Side Bending 7.96 7 85
Nacelle Vertical Bending 9.49 g 12
• 2nd Wing Bending 12.44 12 44
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending 14.07 13 55
Nacelle Roll --- 17 95
3rd Wing Bending 24.68 25 24
Ist Wing Torsion 2B.gl 29 56
_ 2nd Wing Chordwise Bending 36.22 34 89 j
Higher Mode 41.89 44.59
0% FUEL
MODE ANALYSIS
1st Wing Bending Test 4.53
Nacelle Side Bending Data 7.B7
Nacelle Vertical Bending Not g.16
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending Available 14.10
2nd Wing Bending 14.96
Nacelle Roll 17.98
3rd Wing Bending 31.15
Wing Torsion 31.60
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TABLE 3: CORRELAIION OF ANALYSIS AND TEST VIBRATION
FREQUENCIES(Hz) FOR WING - NACELLE (NOMINAL) - SIMULATOR (NOMINAL)
(a) 0"_FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
Ist Wing Bending 3,93 3.77
Nacelle Side Bending B.Ol 7 83
Nacelle Vertical Bending 9.30 g.13
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending 12.30 IT.70
2nd Wing Bending 12.73 IT.g5
Nacelle Roll -- 17.88
Wing Chordwise and 3rd Bending 23.51 23.4?
Wing Torsion and Chordwise Bending 25.83 25.42
Ist Wing Torsion 31.20 31.5g
3rd Wing Bending 36.70 35.65
Higher Mode 42.97 43.84
(b) 75% FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
Ist Wing Bending 3.91 3.71
Nacelle Side Bending 8.23 7.79
Nacelle Vertical Bending 9.38 g.O8
2nd Wing Bending lO.BO I0.47
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending 12.53 IT.50
: Nacelle Roll -- 17.85
; 3rd Wing Bending 20.I0 Ig.gl
Wing Torsion and ChordwiseBending 24,40 24.00
Ist Wing Torsion 28.50 28.72
Wing Chordwiseand 3rd Wing Bending 31.go 31.06
2nd Wing Torsion 39.90 3g.15
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IA_LE 4: CORRELAIION OF ANALYSIS AND TEST VIBRATION
FREQUENCIES (Hz) FOR WING - NACELLE (NOMINAL) - WINGLET (NOMINAL)
(a) 0% FUEL
MODE TEST ANALYSIS
Ist Wing Bending 3.93 3.78
Nacelle Side Bending -- 7.83
Nacelle Vertical Bendin_ 9.45 9.13
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending 13.4g ll.14
2nd Wing Bending 12.4g II.93
Nacelle Roll -- 17,8B
.#
: Wing Chordwise Bending and Tip Torsion 23.46 22.85
Wing Torsion and Chordwise Bending 24.17 23.80
Ist Wing Torsion 27.00 31.73
: 3rd Wing Bending 35,25 35.21
-- 2nd Wing Torsion 42.14 40.82
(_ 75% FUEL
.M0D____E_E TES___.TT ANALYSIS
Ist Wing 3ending 3.90 3.?2
Nacelle Side Bending 7.91 ?.79
Nacelle Vertical Bending 9.51 9 08
2nd Win(j Bending lO,?O lO 47
Ist Wing Chordwise Bending 12.30 II 52
Nacelle Roll -- 17 B5
3rd Wing Bendi'_ 20.30 19 83
Wing Torsion and Chordwise Bending 23.30 22 46
Ist Wing Torsion 28.50 28 45
Wing Chordwise and 3rd Wing Bending 31.40 30.66
_ 2nd Wing Torsion 38.50 36.94
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WING-NACELLE ( NOMINAL ) CONFIGURATION
j ¢LUTTER MODE 75% FUEL 100% FUEL
WING TIP 4- _- _- -_- -_- 110
:i
i WING CHORDWISE + + + + _ +
i AND TIP
SECONDWING "t + _" -_"
BENDING
NACELLE VERTICAL ,w,L,," -_&J -_, _
BENDING 98 104 91 119 118
WING- NACELLE _ SOFT) CONFIGURATION
75% FUEL 100% FUEL
+
WINGTIP 126 -_- -_- -F"
WINGCHORDWISEANDTIP _______0___ ' __. __ _ //_108"E OND NG - ,u'
BENDING 120,,r_ 11 ;
NACELLE VERTICAL + + -_- _ =_,_ "-F-
BENDING
F
CLEANWING
124 75% FUEL 100% FUEL
.+ +
WING CHORDWI SE "
AND TIP T -_wl,/
96
SECONDWING .4_ _ , _fI'___,Lv + + "F"
BENDING 120 97
NACELLE VERTICAL __ -4- _L. -_. ._- -_.BENDING
-Ib
WING TIP NOMINAL SIMU- WINGLET NOMINAL SIMU- WINGLET
TIP LATOR TIP LATOR
i • i u
NOTE; (a) NUMBERSINDICATETEST FLUTTERSPEEDS IN KTAS.
(b) NACELLE(NOMINAL) - 11.72HZ. I NACELLESTRUT VERTICAL
NACELLE(SOFT) - 8.79 HZ.J BENDINGFREQUENCY
FIGURE 1 SU_'MARYOF LOW-SPEEDFLUTTERTEST RESULTS
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WING - NACELLE (NOMINAL _ CONFIGURATION
FLUTTER MODE 75%FUEL 100%FUEL
.,NG .ORD.,S+ + + + +
AND TIP
SECOND WING "3L + + + -F
'_ BENDING
NACELLE VERTICAL xl/_ =_) =f_-'_ _tl"_" -x_, 4-BENDING -, 6 3 6 4
WING - NACELLE (SOFT) CONFIGURATION
75% FUEL 100% FUEL
_ 8 -4
L AND TIP
SECOND WING + x_, -x_,-fT_ + + .3L_
BENDING 2 0 -3
NACELLE VERTICAL -_- -I- + tlh,,j./
BENDING
CLEAN WING
75% FUEL 100%FUEL
WING TIP 7 _i 0kI,' _" S +_ -_-
: WING CHORDWI SE ___ .4_ .__ 4.AND TIP
SECOND WING -i- _/1_ _,,r_
BENDING _]',u, w -3
NACELLE VERTICAL 4. + _.. + .__ +BENDING
NOMINAL SIMU- WINGLET NOMINAL SIMU- WINGLET
WING TIP TIP LATOR TIP LATOR| ,
ii
"" NOTE: (a) NU_ERS INDICATEPERCENTDEVIATIONOF PREDICTED(ANALYSIS)
FLUTTERSPEEDSFROM TEST FLUTTERSPEEDS
(b) NACELLENOMINAL -11.72HZ._ NACELLESTRUT VERTICAL
NACELLE(SOFT) -8.79HZ.I BENDINGFREQUENCY
FIGURE 2 SUMMARYOF LOW-SPEEDTEST-ANALYSISCORRELATION
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FIGURE 3 PRESSURE MODEL INSTALLATICN IK 80EINC TRANSONIC WI_D TUNNEL
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JJb
_'_ ASPECT RATIO 7.BB
QUARTER CHORD SWEEP -31 °
LOW-SPEED MODEL SPAN 56.1"
_. _ HIGH'SPEED MODELSPAN 93.5"
"_ I J NACELLE
: _ ] (WINCLET/WING) SPAN 0.139
(WINGLET/EMPTY WING )WEIGHT .OIZ
(LOW-SPEED)
_. .016
WING _ . , (HI.CH-SPEED)
P/INGLET
A
F-----
b
TYPICAL MODEL WING SECTION
//'-- VIEW AA ( FOR DIFFERENT WING TIPS}
NOMINAL TIP WINGLET PL_SS-SIMULATOR BALLASTED TIP
(LOW-SPEED (HIGH-SPEED
MODEL ONLY ) MODEL ONLY )
FIG. 4 MCDEL WING AND WING TIPS
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FIGURE foe ANALYSIS-TEST CORRELATION (PRETESF), WINC-NACELLE (SOFT)-
WINGLET/SIPULATOR (NOM) , FUEL VARIATION
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FIGURE lla ANALYSIS-TESTCORRELATION (POST-TEST),WINC (EVPTY)-NACELLE(NOM)-
WINGLET (NOM), NACELLE VERTICAL BENDIk'CVARIATION
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1 FIGURE llb ANALYSIS-TEST CORRELATION (POST-TEST), WINC (7_% FL'EL) - NACELLE {NON)-
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FIGURE12a ANALYTTCALFLUTTERSENSITIVITYTO FORE-AFTCC LOCATION
OF SIMULATORWEIGHT 53
P
1985004960-075
FIGURE12b ANALYTICALFLUTTERSENSITIVITYTOSIMULATORWEICHT
1985004960-076
FIGURE12c AI_!ALYTICALFLUTTERSENSITIVITYTO WINGLETWEIGHT
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APPENDIX
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1985004960-078
i FIGURE A1 CEOHETPYOF WINC, WINCLETANDNACELLE
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FIGURE A2 WINC SPANWISE STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTIONALONG ELASTIC AXIS
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X Y Z
ATTACHMENTPOINTS BOOY BODY BOOY
TO SPAR B.A. STATION 6UTTLIN( WATERLINE
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches)
CENTERLIN( 13.444 0.0 9.558
SIDE OF BODY 13.444 5.845 9.558
WING SECTION 1 15.046 9.628 9.950
2 18.313 16.438 10.662
3 21.501 22.258 _i.271
4 24._S0 27.550 11.023 _:_
S 27.338 32.441 12.338 OF P_,," ,,5 29.911 39.003 12.812 .......
7 32.259 41.184 13.249
8 34.44& 48.044 13.552
9 36.423 46.549 14.018
10 36.140 51.549 14.337
11 39.507 54.196 14.509
NACELLE 19.545 18.593 10.687
WINGL(T 37.858 SS.800 14.809
\
NACELLE *(u,v,w) RIGHT HANDCOORDINATE
_. SYSTEM FOR CENTER OF GRAVITY
ATTACHMENT POINT AND INERTIA REFERENCE
" (TYPICAL)
,qOTE:ui IS PERPENDICULARTO
THE SPAR AND vi IS ALONG THE
SPAR
Im,-
C_
0
, L,_
_ WINGLET
,,n
x \
_ ELASTIC
-- ,_i_/ . _ AXIS
"A A" _'_O u "B B"FIGURE A3 MASSPANELSFORTEST MODEL
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-j
,7
F WING
PANEL W u v w J _ Iww(LBS) (inches) (inches)(inches) (l__n 2) (,. In 2) (Ib-in 2)
1 2.6248 .058 - 686 -.251 23.9124 52.9615 74.6196
2 1.8712 1.746 -.158 .001 8.1056 35.1231 41.8933
3 .9023 .895 -.113 .085 3.3814 10.8500 13.9621
4 .8551 1.052 .524 .023 3.4742 9.2001 11.33_7
5 .5052 -.090 -.058 .048 1.3723 3.0138 4.2647
6 .5319 .782 .563 .017 1.5685 3.0355 4.5407
7 .2767 -.339 -.023 .048 .4795 1.0191 1.4589
3 .2220 --.143 -,014 .044 .2957 .6733 .9472
9 .1983 -.050 .155 -.004 .2340 .4627 .6806
10 .3388 -.157 .022 .001 .1296 .2473 .3641
11 .0925 ,155 .320 .004 .0828 .1i20 .1616
I II
(LBS) (Inche_) (inches), __ . (lb-in L) (_[_In 2) (lb_in 2)
WINGLET .1025 3.60 .._71 0.0 .4025 •1493 .5516
MASS
SI,'_TOR i .1051 3.61 2.72 0.0 .0572 .0398 .0864[
BRACKETS (INCL. 4 SCREWSAND REF. TO WING SECTION II)FOR WINGLET AND SIMULATOR
CANT ANGLE W_.IGHT u v w
(LBS) (inches) (inches)(inches)
0° .0206 0.00 1.91 O.
I0° .0257 0.00 1.91 O.
20° .0288 0.00 1.91 O.
' IUNUN IVNVN I "'
WEIGHT uN vN wN WNWN .
(LBS) (inches)l(inches) (inches) (Ib-in2) (Ib'in2) (Ib'in_) '
NACELLE 5.1903 -9.416 0.0 -4.108 14.3355 42.31431 39.6624
SPRING .1655 -6.766 O.O -0.898 .OlO0 .1350 .1253
CAGE .4622 -2.886 0.0 -0.948 .0409 1.8050 1.7350
FARING .0375 -8.766 0.0 -2.058 .1280 0.2780 0.3780
NOTE: i. REFER TO FIGURE A3 FOR COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITION.
2. ,_ CONTRIBUTION TO GENERALIZED MASS FOR CANTILEVERED
NACELLE MODES FROM SPRING, CAGE AND FARING.
3. ALL INERTIAS ARE ABOUT C.G.
FIGURE A4 PASS AND IPEPTIA PROPERTIES FOR
a) WINC
b) WINGLET/SIMULATOR
c ) NACELLE
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m wiNG WEIGHT u v w I"v Iww
P_L ITEM (LBS) .Inches_(inches) inches] ( n2) (ib_in2) (ib_in2)
ZOO%AUXILIARY FUEL
1 5.5098 -.76 -2.35 .58 6.9311 39.7134 42.3796
100% MAIN FUEL
1 R.H. ACTUAL 3.4972 -.93 1.87 .56 4.3650 20.4749 24.0578
2 R.H. ACTUAL 3.7785 .72 -.05 .48 18.8608 13.7770 32.2220
3 R.H. ACTUAL 2.6579 -.06 -.07 .36 8.6533 10.2835 18,8584
4 R.H. ACTUAL 1.8704 -.09 -.04 .31 5.2857 5.2866 10.5010
5 R.H. ACTUAL 1.3611 -.09 -.04 .25 3.2959 2.9136 6.1272
6 R.H. ACTUAL .9698 -.08 -.02 .27 2.J711 1.4874 3,5045
7 R.H. ACTUAL .5894 .04 -.16 .25 1.0228 .6643 1.6712
8 R.H. ACTUAL .2256 04 -.25 .21 .4431 .1672 .6043
75% HAIN FUEL
1 R.H. ACrUAL 3.4972 -.93 _.87 .56 4.3650 20.4749 24.0578
, 2 R.h. ACTUAL 3.7785 .72 -.05 .48 18.8608 13.7770 32.2220
- 3 R.H. ACTUAL 2.5318 -.01 -.15 .35 7.8832 9.4998 17.1796
4 R.H. ACTUAL 1.1658 .14 -.42 .31 2.8934 3.2581 6.1142
5 R.H. ACTUAL .2311 .51 -1.25 .20 .3585 .4650 .8159
i
50% _T,, FUEL
1 R.H. ACTLt 3.4.,72 -.93 ],87 .56 4.3650 20.4749 24.0579
2 R.H, ',_U 3.1215 .91 -.34 .44 14.1900 10.7500 24.1240
_ 3 R.H. _CTb.... 9511 .59 -.74 .32 3.0124 3.3565 6.39A6
NOTE: i. REFERTOFIGUREA3 FOR COORDINATESYSTEMDEFINITION
2. ALL INERTIASARE ABOUTC.G.
_P FIGUREAS FUELMASSAND INERTIAPROPERTIFS
i
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TZ
RZ
RY
TY
TX
NO. MODE FREQ (HZ) MODE SHAPE
1 NAC SIDE BNI)G* 8.15 TY 1.0 RX .186 RZ -.139
2 NAC VERT BNDU* 8.79 (Soft)
10.60 TX -,72 TZ 1.0 RY .214
11.37
11.72 (Nora)
3 NAC ROLL* i7.96 TX -.07 TY -.05 TZ -.06
RX 1.0 RY - 011 RZ-.478
4 WINGLET** 30.10 TZ 1.0 RX .032 RZ .017
*IN GLOBAL FRAME **IN WINGLET REF FRAME (SEE FIG. A3)
FIGURE A6 CANTILEVEREDNACELLE AND WINGLET FREQUENCIESAND MODE SHAPES
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IStwINGBENDING Ist WING CHORDWISE 2no WING BENDING
BENDING
/ .
TEST(HZ.14.51 ( - )* 14.99
ANALYSIS(HZ.)4.55 14.18 15.07
_ ist WING TORSION 3rd WING BENDING 2nd WING CHORDWISE
TEST(HZ.) 29.25 33.93 44.63
ANALYSIS(HZo) 30.35 35.10 43.56
2nd WING TORSION
LEGEND:
NODELINES
ANALYSIS
* TEST FREQUENCYNOT AVAILABLE
NOTE: NODELINES FROMTESTDATA NOTAVAILABLE
TEST(HZ.) 45.29
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 49.12
FIGURE A7 FREQUENCIESAND NODE LINES FOR
a) WINC (EMPTY),CALCULATED
i
I
, 64
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1985004960-086
Ist WINGBENDING 2nd WING BENDING tst WING CHORDWISE
BENDING
TEST(HI.) 4.49 12.51 ( - )*
AR_LYSIS(HZ.) 4.43 12.43 13.48
3rd WING BENDING Ist WING TORSION 2nd _ING CHORDWISE
_/_///, ___/ __ BENDING
TEST (HZ.) 25.78 28.49 ( - )*
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 26.12 28.64 36.13
2nd WING TORSION+ 2nd WING TORSION+
LEGEND:
HI_ER MCJE HIGHER_DE NODE LINES
-- TEST
ANALYSIS
* TEST FREQUENCYAND
NODE LINE NOT
AVAILABLE
/
TEST (HZ.) 41.32 45.22
ANALYSIS(HZ.) ,I3.65 48.68
b) WING (75% FUEL), CALCULATED& MEASURED
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1985004960-087
wJ
i Ist" WING BENDING Ist WltlG CHORDWISE 2nd WING BENDING
BENDING
/
TEST (HZ.) 3.46 ( - )* 10.59
ANLAYSIS(HZ.) 3.45 10.40 10.51
3 rd WING BENDING 1 st WING TORSION 2 nd WING CHORDWISE
i_ • i/ _ BENDING
/ / "/'
/ 2.'- _Z' "-1 ........
TEST (HZ.) 21./4 25.12 32.24
ANALYSIS (HZ.) 21._7 25.15 31.95
HIGHER MODE HIGHER MODE HIGHER MODE
/. .... /
TEST (HZ.) 33.56 36.R3 41.81
ANALYSIS (HZ.) 39. [9 ( - )* 43.44
LEGEND:
NODE LINES
TEST
_m ANALYSIS
*TEST/ANALYSIS FREQUENCY AND
NODE LINE NOT AVAILABLE
C) WING (100% FUEL), CALCULATED & _EASURED
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1985004960-088
Ist WING BENDING r_CELLESIDE BENDING _CELLE VERTICALBErlDING
AN_YSlS(HZ.) 4.53 7.87 9.16
i Ist WINGCHOR_ISE 2nd WING BENDING _CELLE ROLLBENDI_
!
!
4
A_LYSIS(HZ.) 14.18 14.96 17.98
3rd WING BENDING WINGTORSION LEGEND:
NODE LINES
_TEST
--wm_ALYSIS
NOTE:TEST DATA NOT
AVAILABLE
A_LYSIS(HZ.) 31.15 31.60
d) WING (EMPTY)- NACELLE(NOMINAL),CALCULATED
_ 67
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1985004960-089
i st WING BENDING NACELLE SIDE BENDING NACELLE VERTICAL BENDING
I
.l
TEST(HZ.) 4.42 7.96 9.49
A_LYSIS(HZ.) 4,42 7.85 g.12
nd st
i Z WING BENDING i WING CHORDWISE _CELLE ROLL
BENDING
i
TEST IHZ.} 12._ _ 14.07 ** ( - ) *
ANALYSI_(HZ.) 12.44 13.55 17.95
3rd WING BENDING WING TORSION LEGE_D"
NODE LINES TEST
j _ALYSIS
t
TEST FREQUENCY AND _DE
LINE NOT AVAIL_LE
#
"* TEST _DE LINE _?
AVAILABLE
Z
TEST (HZ.) 24,68 28.91
ANALYSIS (HZ.) 25.25 29.56
-i
i
I
!
-i
e) WING (75%FUEL) - NACELLE(NOMINAL),CALCULATED& MEASURED
I
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1985004960-090
J
:,' 1st HINGBENDING NACELLESICE BENDING NACELLEVERTICALRENDING
"i
.
• ./I i
TF,_IHZ. ) 3.93 8.01 9.30
, ANALYSIS(HZ.) 3.77 7.83 5_.13
i i ii i
Is_ WINGCHORDMIS[ 2nd IIING BENDING NACELLEROLLr _
TEST(HZ.) 12.30 1Z.73 ( - ) *
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 11.70 11.95 17.88
m
Znd WINGCHOROMISE 1St idINGTORSION* I st MINGTORSIO_ -,
"_ 3_1 Id:NGSENDINGBENDING////•/--7 WINGOCIIOMISE ,/7-7 _/
TESYlHZ.) 23.51 25.83 31.20
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 23.4/ 25.42 31.5g
• | i |u
i i i
LEGEND: 1
3rd HINGBENDING NIGHERMODE NODELINES
/_/ TEST
.,--m-.. ANALYSIS
/yi *TESTFREQUENCYA D
NODELINE NOT
AVAILABLE
/
TESTIHZ.) 36.70 42.97
ANALYSIS(HI.) 35.65 43.84
i .i i
f) WING (EMPTY) - NACELLE(NOMINAL)- SIMULATOR(20 DEC)
CALCULATEDA P_ASURED
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J1St WINGBENDING NACELLESIDE BENOING NACELLEVERTICALBERDING
/7, j
TEST(HZ.) 3.91 8.23 9.38
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 3.71 7.79 9.O8
el um
2nd WINGLqENOII_G 1st WING_OROMISE NACELLEROLL
BENDING //_ /_
// / //
,------- i
/ L-_L," ,,
/ 'i/ _
TEST(HI.) 10.80 12.53 ( - ) *
ANALYSIS(qz.) 10.47 11.50 "".85
3Td NING8ENDING 1st MINGTORSION• 1st MINGTORSION
WINGCNORDM_SE_ /' I/;
TEST(HI.) 20.10 "- 24.40 28.50
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 19.91 Z4.00 28.72
I st WINGCHORDMISE 2nd WINGTORSION LFGEND:
BEiCOING+ 3rd .'--'7 ',7 @($u_LINES
* TEST
_/_% ___ / NOTAVAILABLE
NOTE: NODELINES FROM
TESTDATANOTAVAIU_LE
TEST(HI.) 31.90 39.90
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 31.06 39.15
g) WING(75%FUEL) - NACELLE( NOMINAL)- SIMULATOR(20 DEC),CALCULATED
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,°
[St WING8ENDING NACELLESIDE BENDING NACELLEVERTICALBENDING
1 '
/_ j
TESTIHZ.) 3.93 ( - )* 9.45
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 3.78 7.83 9.13
m |u ii
" 1st WINGCHORDNISE 2nd WiNGBENDING NACELLEROLL
.y.4-_ /i /7-4 ,
TESTIHZ.) 13.49 12.19 ( . ),
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 11.74 11.93 17.88
• i :l
2nd WitlGCH_JRONISE W[NG TORSZON+ WINGTORS[ON
"_ BEI_ING WINGCHORO_ISE
. WINGTORS[ON_/ /./_/
54 -
TEST(HZ.) 2346 24.17 27.00
ANALYEIS(HZ.) 22 85 23.80 31.73
i
3rd WINGBENOING 2nd WINGTORS[ON
LEGENO:
_DE LINES
TEST
ANALYSIS
* T_ST fREQUENCYAND
'i AVAILABLE
\
TEST(HZ.) 35.25 42.14
_ALYSIS(HZ ") 35.21 40.82
i
h) WINC (EI_TY) - NACELLE(NOHINAL)- kINCLET (20 DEC)
CALCULATED& MEASURED
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,;t
! WING 8ENO[NG NArELL£ S[DE BENDING NAC[LLE VERTICAL BENI)ING
\\
T[ST (HZ.) 3.90 7.91 9.51
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 3.7Z 7.79 9.08
, ,,, ,J J, _
_: 2ndWlgG BEliOING Ist WING CHORDM|SE NACELLEROLL
BENDING
TEST (HZ.) 10.70 12.30 * (-)
ANkLY$IS (HZ.) 10.47 11.5Z 17.8S
H, J
WINGTORSION WITH
3rd WING BENDING WING CItORGMISEBENOING WING TORSION
/
TEST (gZ.) ZO.3'? Z3, 30 20.50
ANALYSIS(HZ.) 19.83 22.46 Z8.45 I
2 nd WING CHOROWISE 2 nd WING TORSION
NUDEL|NE$ T_.ST
" TE._TFREQUENCYANO
_oOOELINE NUT
AVAIL_IILE
TEST (HZ.) 31.40 38.50
A.'_ALYSIS(HZ.)" 30,66 ,16.94
]) W%NC(75][ FUEL) - NACELLE(NOI*]NAL) - g%lUCLET(_C,DEC)
CALCULATED& MEASURED
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